No matter how well hidden our systems are and how well they do their magic unnoticed in the background, there are times when direct interaction between system and human is a necessity. As long as the interaction can take place unobtrusively and without techno-clutter, this is desirable. It is hard to picture a means of interaction less obtrusive and techno-cluttered than spoken communication on human terms. Spoken face-to-face communication is the most intuitive and robust form of communication between humans imaginable. In order to exploit such human spoken communication to its full potential as an interface between human and machine, we need a much better understanding of how the more human-like aspects of spoken communication work.
the inherent abilities that we all possess in terms of decoding information in speech, visible articulation, intonation, voice quality, facial displays, gestures, and gaze and holds the potential of improving the effectiveness, robustness, and naturalness of human-computer interaction. We have also explored the usefulness of gaze direction for interaction control purposes.
This chapter describes work along a number of lines in order to multimodally capture and mimic the flow of human-human interaction. Section 14.1 describes experiments and techniques to improve the flow of the interaction by analyzing what users say and do, and Section 14.2 concerns how multimodal output -an animated talking head and prosodically as well as temporally aware speech synthesis -can be used to achieve further improvements.
Interaction Control in Spoken Dialog Systems
As mentioned, the bulk of the work on interaction control in the CHIL project has been focused around auditory, prosodic cues. The choice was made partly because prosodic cues have several advantages from a system design point of view: They are available from the speech signal alone, and furthermore it may be possible to utilize them without using ASR. Thus, they rely less heavily on other technologies than, for example, semantic completeness or gaze tracking.
Silence Duration Thresholds
Current spoken dialog systems commonly detect where the user ceases speaking in order to find out where they should take their turn. The method is based on the assumption that speakers have finished what they intended to say when they become silent and that these points in time are also suitable places for the system to speak. Such endpoint detection triggers on a certain set amount of silence, or nonspeech. The end-of-utterance detectors in current automatic speech recognition typically rely exclusively on a silence threshold somewhere between 500 and 2000 ms (sic!) (cf. [14] and references mentioned therein). The method makes sense; given that a speaker is allowed to complete what she or he intends to say, the end of the utterance is likely to coincide with silence at a place where an interlocutor might take the next turn. The method segments speech into reasonably sized units, in many cases corresponding to sentences or some sentence-like units. However, spontaneous conversational speech frequently contains silent pauses inside what we would intuitively group into turns, complete utterances, or sentence-like units, and inside what are indeed semantically coherent units, and dialog systems using silence-based endpoint detection run into problems with unfinished utterances when encountering spontaneous speech [2] . Experiments presented in [11] showed that dialog systems relying on silence-based segmentation run the risk of interrupting their users in as much as 35% of all silent pauses in the kind of speech investigated.
Prosodic Boundaries
It follows that something is needed in addition to silence, but what should that be? A starting point is to find out what people are able to do and distinguish in terms of suitable and unsuitable places to say something in a spoken interaction. Places where speaker changes may occur (i.e., suitable places to speak) are closely linked to the notion of prosodic boundaries. Places where the speaker is allowed to finish what she is going to say by nature coincide and co-occur with prosodic boundaries. However, it is far from obvious that every kind of prosodic boundary represents a possible place for turn-taking.
Therefore, early on in CHIL, several tests were carried out to examine the relationship between prosodic boundaries and suitable places for speaker changes. Heldner et al. [18] report two of these tests, a listening test where subjects rated the appropriateness of made-up turn-takings, and a production experiment where another group of subjects was asked to indicate suitable places for turn-takings.
The stimuli used in the listening test were made up of fragments from a seminar on speech technology given in English by a lecturer of German origin. The positions to be evaluated were selected based on manual annotations of perceived prosodic boundaries using a three-level convention (strong vs. weak vs. no prosodic boundary). Each of the stimuli in the listening test consisted of a fragment from the seminar followed by a fragment of a question from somebody in the audience. These stimuli were subsequently presented to a number of subjects in a listening experiment where the task was to rate whether the questioner enters the conversation at an appropriate place. The results of the listening test showed that the listeners generally judged the turn-takings in strong boundary positions to be more appropriate than those in weak or no boundary conditions, and that weak boundaries were slightly better than no boundaries.
A subsequent production experiment was carried out to let the subjects indicate possible places for turn-takings in the same speech material that was used in the listening experiment. Here, each trial consisted of the subjects listening to a lecturer's part of the seminar and as soon as they thought it was appropriate to take the turn, they pressed a key, the sound of the lecturer stopped, and the question, "What about <um> could you give us some <hrm> rough idea what" was played. Subsequently, the sequence of lecturer part and question was repeated and the subjects had to rate whether the trial was successful (discard, keep), the timing of the turn-taking on a micro level (early, OK, late), as well as the politeness of the turn-taking (rude, neutral, polite). The possible places for turn-takings indicated by our subjects were analyzed in terms of whether they occurred at a weak or a strong boundary, or not at any boundary.
The production experiment supports the findings from the listening test by showing a strong preference for turn-takings at strong boundaries, although turn-takings may also occur at certain weak and no boundaries according to our subjects. Furthermore, as nearly all strong boundaries occurring in the experiment were marked as possible turn-taking positions, it is reasonable to assume that strong boundaries generally make up appropriate turn-taking positions, at least in this communicative situation.
Several additional studies highlighting various aspects of the relationships between prosodic boundaries and turn-taking have been performed. Some of these have been published in [18, 5, 17, 35] .
Prosodic Cues
We opted for prosody, then, but there are still choices to be made. Previous work suggests that a number of prosodic or phonetic cues are associated with turn-yielding and thus potentially relevant for interaction control. These cues include, apart from silent pauses, phenomena such as various intonation patterns (rises, falls, down-steps, up-steps); decreases in speech rate; final lengthening; intensity patterns; centralized vowel quality; creaky voice quality; and exhalations. Note that both rises and falls have been associated with turn-yielding. These cues are typically located somewhere toward the end of the turn, although not necessarily on the final syllable [24, 25, 43, 15, 23, 28] .
Similarly, there are studies suggesting that certain prosodic or phonetic cues are associated with turn-keeping, and these cues are, of course, also potentially relevant for the interaction control. They include phenomena such as glottal or vocal tract stops without audible release; a different quality of silent pauses as a result of these glottal or vocal tract closures; assimilation across the silent pause; and other "held" articulations (e.g., lengthened vowels, laterals, nasals, or fricatives) [23] [28] . In particular, level intonation patterns in the middle of the speaker's fundamental frequency range have been observed to act as turn-keeping cues in several different languages. For example, Duncan [8] reported that any pattern other than a level tone in the speaker's mid-register (a 2 2 | pattern in the Trager -Smith prosodic transcription scheme [40] ) signals turn-yielding in English. Thus, the mid-level pattern acts as a turn-keeping signal, although Duncan did not use that term. Similarly, Selting [30] reported that level pitch accents before a pause are used to signal a turn-holding (or turn-keeping) in German; Koiso et al. [22] observed that flat, flat-fall, and risefall intonation patterns tended to co-occur with speaker holds (i.e., turn-keeping) in Japanese; and in another study on Japanese conversations Noguchi, and Den [27] reported that flat intonation at the end of pause-bounded phrases acts as an inhibitory cue for backchannels. Furthermore, in a study of final pitch accents and boundary tones in the turn-taking system of Dutch, Caspers [6] identified two intonation patterns that seem to be associated with turn-keeping: an accent lending rise followed by level high pitch (H* %) used for bridging syntactic breaks between utterances; and a filled pause with a mid-level boundary tone (M %) for bridging hesitations within syntactic constituents. However, Caspers could not find any intonation patterns clearly associated with turn-yielding. This observation led her to conjecture that turn-changing is the unmarked case and that only the wish to keep the turn needs to be marked with specific intonation patterns.
Based on this, we decided to see if this mid-level pattern could be automatically extracted and used to inform the interaction control of a spoken dialog system. A number of requirements must be placed on such an extraction if it is to be of any practical use.
/nailon/ -Online Automatic Extraction of Prosodic Cues
In order to use additional information, including prosody, to improve interaction control in practical applications such as in spoken dialog systems, the information needs to be made available to the system, which places special requirements on the analyses. First of all, in order to be useful in live situations, all processing must be performed automatically, in real time, and deliver its results with minimal latency (cf. [31] ). Furthermore, the analyses must be online in the sense of relying on past and present information only, and cannot depend on any right context or look ahead. There are other technical requirements: The analyses should be sufficiently general to work for many speakers and many domains, and they should be predictable and constant in terms of memory use, processor use, and latency.
In order to meet these requirements, /nailon/, a software package for online, real-time prosodic analysis, was developed. /nailon/ is based on the Snack software library [34] and provides a number of analyses. Originally, the choice of methods to include in the analyses was in part ad hoc, in part based on literature. During development and testing, most of the ad hoc methods were underpinned. A more detailed description of the workings of /nailon/ can be found in [12] .
In order to extract data that can be used for making decisions about interaction control -that is, pitch patterns preceding silence -/nailon/ does the following, in turn:
Voice/speech activity detection (VAD/SAD). The first step is to decide whether or not there is speech. The VAD built into /nailon/ is trivial and intended for testing purposes only. VAD/SAD is a research area in its own right, and for real use, methods for plugging in external VAD/SAD are provided. Note also that channel separation is not provided by /nailon/, which expects channel-separated inputone speaker per channel. The VAD/SAD is performed on the frame level, but the results may be smoothened by subsequent processes.
Extraction of pitch, intensity, and voice. Next, an ESPS extraction of pitch, intensity, and voicing [39] is done for each frame judged to be speech. This extraction is modified to run repeatedly over a small window to run at real time with a latency of one frame.
Online speaker normalization. The pitch values are normalized against an incremental model of the speaker's range to provide range relative values in terms of standard deviation [42] , which in turn gives an idea of "high", "medium", and "low" pitch, from the speaker's perspective. The method has been validated in [13] .
Pause detection. /nailon/ flags consecutive silence of a certain length. The length used in the tests has been 300 ms, but the system works with lengths below 200 ms on a normal desktop computer. The length chosen, plus a few milliseconds for processing, constitutes the smallest amount of silence needed in the speaker channel for the system to detect a suitable place to speak. It should be compared to the 500-2000 ms used by most current systems.
Convex hull extraction. Whenever silence of a certain length is found, a modified convex hull extraction [26] is used to find the last syllable-like entity -pseudopsyllable or psyllable -preceding the silence. The use of convex hulls was inspired by Nick Campbell and colleagues, who used convex hulls for automatic classification of phrase final tones in the (JST/CREST ESP Project) [20] .
Finally, the decision of whether or not a given silence is a suitable place to speak is made not by /nailon/, but by the interaction control software, which may be trained or rule-driven. In either case, the normalized pitch pattern over the last psyllable preceding the silence is the input used for such a decision.
The data extracted by /nailon/ have been used to perform interaction control studies. In [11] it was shown that the number of incorrect turn-taking decisions can be reduced substantially by combining standard silence-based endpoint detection with an automatic classification of intonation patterns. In the process, it is also possible to decrease the length of the required silence without any loss in performance. This can be used to make a conversational computer more responsive by allowing it to reply faster without simultaneously making it more obtrusive.
Automatically classified level intonation patterns in the middle of the speaker's fundamental frequency range were found to act as turn-keeping cues, and may thus be used to avoid interrupting human interlocutors with high precision. Although there are several observations of the function of these mid-level intonation patterns, to our knowledge, they have never been used to avoid interrupting users of spoken dialog systems before.
Interaction Model
Before we turn to the production, or output, side of spoken human-machine interaction, we need a model of its flow that caters to simultaneous speech, multiple speakers, etc. For this purpose, we have developed an interaction model [10] (see Fig. 14.1 ) that can be viewed as an extended version of the AVTA system [21] but differs in that it models the situation subjectively and separately for each participant, while it lacks a combined, objective "God's view" of the interaction. Although we have not exploited this property within the CHIL project, it is worth noting that this subjectiveness is useful for modeling interaction under transmission latency, since it can capture the fact that the effect of round-trip latency is perceived differently by different subjects.
The model is computationally simple yet powerful. It consists of three parts: a state derived directly from each participant's speech activity, a state derived from the speech activity of all participants, and events representing changes in these states.
The first state (SPEECH/SILENCE) continuously models speech/nonspeech as a binary state on a per-participant level. At any given point in time, each participant may be either speaking or not speaking. The only input the model takes is speech/nonspeech decisions from each participant's VAD.
The second part of the model is a four-way decision of the communicative state (SELF/OTHER/NONE/BOTH), again repeated for each participant. These states are derived from the SPEECH/SILENCE state of each participant. From participant P's point of view, the state is NONE if none of the participants is speaking. It is SELF if P is speaking but no one else is. If one or more other participants are speaking and P is silent, it is OTHER; finally, if both P and some other participant are speaking, it is BOTH. Finally, the model includes transitions from one communicative state to another for each participant. If P is in state NONE and someone else starts speaking, P goes from NONE to OTHER and the participant who started speaking goes from NONE to SELF.
The system is modeled as any other participant in the model. At any given point in time, the current state (SELF/OTHER/NONE/BOTH) from the system's point of view can be read. If the system is silent and has something to say, either it may wait for the NONE state to appear, or it may decide to barge in. In making these decisions, other factors than the state of the interaction model can be weighted. Typically, factors such as how urgently the system wants to say something (e.g., if the message is that the fire alarm has been set off, the system should disregard any politeness considerations); what type of utterance the system wants to make (feedback and backchannels, for example, may be easier to fit into other people's speech and also cause less frustration if slightly mismatched); and, of course, cues such as intonation and gaze, as discussed above. Other contextual features matter as well, for example, the emotional state of the current speaker(s) (see Chapter 10).
Other Modalities: Eye Gaze
As widely noted in the literature and above, speaker changes in conversation correlate with a great many things that are not prosody. Among the more prominent ones is eye gaze. In the CHIL project, a study using a Tobii x50 eye tracker (see Fig. 14.2  and 14. 3) corroborates the statement that eye gaze behavior is relevant for interaction control. The study shows that people tend to look more at each other when they listen than when they speak, as has been reported in many previous studies. The results also show that interlocutors tend to glance at each other around the time of speaker changes, presumably to ensure understanding as well as a smooth speaker change [19] . 
Multimodal Output and Interaction Control
Many of the interaction experiments in CHIL incorporate the use of an animated talking head. We now turn to provide a general overview of the talking head animation system used in this research, and specifically the generation of expressive visual speech animation, which is a prerequisite for reaching the type of conversation on human terms that we have targeted in the project. An experiment to assess the speech intelligibility gain provided by a talking head when used in combination with the targeted audio system that is described in Chapter 13 is also included, as it relates to interaction control in that the aim is not to disrupt the flow of a meeting, for example.
Animated Talking Head
Our talking head is based on the MPEG-4 Facial Animation standard [29] . It is a textured 3D model of a male face comprised of approximately 15,000 polygons. The mesh has been parameterized to allow for realistic deformation, using a framework based around a combination of professional 3D modeling tools and in-house custom algorithms, and a flexible animation engine.
In order to render visual speech movements, we employ a data-driven methodology. We start from a time-aligned transcription of the speech to be synthesized. The time-aligned transcription can be obtained from a text-to-speech system, if we are synchronizing with synthetic speech, or it can be produced by a phoneme recognizer (as in the Synface system [3] ) or a phonetic aligner [33] . Next, an articulatory control model is applied to convert the time-aligned phonetic transcription of the utterance into control parameter trajectories to drive the articulation of the talking head model. In order to produce convincing and smooth articulation, the articulatory control model has to account for coarticulation, which refers to the way in which the realization of a phonetic segment is influenced by neighboring segments.
Expressive Speech
The articulatory control model has been trained to reproduce the facial movements of a real speaker. While previous work on visual speech synthesis typically has been aimed at modeling neutral pronunciation, this model is also capable of synthesizing expressive speech. We used an opto-electronic motion tracking system to collect a multimodal corpus of acted emotional speech. The system allows the dynamics of emotional facial expressions to be captured by registering the 3D coordinates of a number of reflective markers at a rate of 60 frames/second. For this study, our speaker, a male native Swedish amateur actor, was instructed to produce 75 short sentences with the six emotions of happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, fear, and anger, plus neutral, yielding 7 times 75 recorded utterances. A total of 29 IR-sensitive markers were attached to the speaker's face, four of which were used as reference markers (on the ears and on the forehead). The marker setup largely corresponds to MPEG-4 feature point (FP) configuration.
The recorded corpus with expressive speech was then used to train articulatory control models based on PCA analysis [7] for the five emotions happy, angry, surprised, sad, and neutral. To provide suitable training data, the recorded marker positions were first encoded as MPEG-4 FAPs, and the audio track was phonetically labeled using a forced alignment system. The resulting models can later be used to synthesize articulatory movements for novel arbitrary Swedish speech, thereby modeling expression and articulation in an integrated fashion. Figure 14 .4 shows snapshots from resulting animations of the same utterance for the four emotions happy, angry, surprised, and sad. See [4] for further details. 
Unobtrusive Speech
While properly synchronized and articulated visual speech synthesis is an important property of animated talking agents for multimodal interaction that improves realism, it also adds to the intelligibility of the speech output [32] . This property may be exploited for spoken interaction in noisy environments. It may also be used, for example, in quiet meeting-room scenarios to deliver spoken messages to individuals without disturbing the meeting, since it allows the volume to be kept to a minimum. A talking head combined with directed audio makes it possible to achieve even less disturbance for meeting partners.
An experiment was conducted to test how the intelligibility of speech is affected by the listener's position relative to the audio beam and to measure the possible augmentation of intelligibility that the use of a talking head can provide for this type of application. Two different listening positions were tested: one where the subject was positioned in the audio beam (0 • ) and one where the loudspeaker was rotated 45 • away from the subject. For each position, both an audio-only condition and a condition where a talking head was displayed on the screen were evaluated.
The distance between the subject's head and the loudspeaker was approximately 80 cm. To better simulate a real environment, no specific means were taken to ensure that the subject remained still during the experiment. Due to problems with sound reflection, and in order to minimize disturbance outside the audio beam, a low-output sound level was used. The task consisted of listening to nonsense VCV (vowel-consonant-vowel) words and identifying the consonant in each word. The seven consonants to be identified were [f, s, m, n, k, p, t] uttered in an [a_a] context, produced by a male speech synthesis voice. Each of these seven VCV words occurred a total of four times in each condition, and the presentation order was randomized. The order in which the different conditions were presented was also rotated to avoid having possible learning effects affect the overall result. The answering sheet consisted of a forced choice among the seven consonants in the test. The results of the test are shown in Fig. 14.5 . The highest recognition accuracy, 93%, was obtained for the condition where the subjects were positioned in the audio beam and the talking head was used (0 • + face condition). For the 45 • + face condition, the recognition rate was 88%. When only the sound was available, 77% recognition accuracy was reached for the 0 • condition, and 58% for the 45 • condition. The result of this last condition (audio-only, 45 • ) was significantly (p < 0.05) from the other three conditions. The differences in accuracy for the 0 • condition, between having access to a talking face or not (i.e., 0 • +audio-only vs. 0 • +face), was also significant (p < 0.05). For further details, see [38] .
MushyPeek -An Experimental Framework
Another aspect affecting the decision, from the system's point of view, of whether to speak or remain silent, is that it is not a binary choice. The system can also opt to make "feelers" to see whether it is given the floor or not. It may do this vocally, for example, by "clearing its throat" softly, but it may also use gestures in an animated talking head representing the system. In [10] , we present MushyPeek, an experimental framework inspired by [16] , in which listeners can hear the speakers' real voices while watching what they are told to be graphic representations of the speakers and their gestures on monitors. The framework can be seen as a special case of the transformed social interaction discussed by Bailenson et al. [1] . In MushyPeek, the participants are placed in separate rooms, and each participant is equipped with a headset connected to a Voice-over-IP call (http://www.skype.com/). On both sides, the call is enhanced with SynFace [3] -a lip-synchronized animated talking head representing each participant. As both talking heads represent real persons (the participants), we refer to them as avatars in the following. This basic setup constitutes the communicative backbone of the framework. In addition, the framework contains experiment-specific components for voice activity detection (VAD), interaction modeling and control, gesture realization, and logging. All components communicate over TCP/IP connections. The framework is symmetrical in that both participants have the same setup. The general layout is shown in Fig. 14.6 . A first experiment in MushyPeek using the interaction model and /nailon/ prosodic analysis, together with turn-taking gestures in an animated talking head, showed that it is indeed possible to unobtrusively affect people's willingness to release the floor in this manner [9] .
Short Feedback Utterances
A final aspect that is crucial to creating an unobtrusive and smooth flow in humanmachine interaction has to do with the manner in which the system says things. Within CHIL, KTH has investigated the use of small responsive backchannels [41] as well as unobtrusive and responsive feedback and clarification requests [37, 36] . These aspects have also been implemented in many demo applications, such as the Hummer, which provides backchannels such as "uh-huh" and "OK" at appropriate places, and an animated talking head doing narration while taking the listener's level of attention into consideration. The Hummer has been demonstrated in plenum at several conferences, and the narrating talking head has been demonstrated at technology days and at IST Helsinki 2007.
